Farm And Garden
By Agricola

Garden Hints For Amateurs.

THE GARDEN IN NOVEMBER
November is a period of rest for the gardener if it is full of hard work. This month will see the gardeners going about the business of preparing the garden for the coming winter. They will be collecting their tools, gathering together the tools that are no longer needed, and putting them away in a dry place. They will be also making their preparations for the winter season, such as the digging of the soil, the planting of the seeds, and the pruning of the plants. In the meantime, they will be busy with the tasks of feeding the animals, the care of the poultry, and the gathering of the harvest. These are generally a few, or at least more limited in quantity, than the summer months.

A BULL DOG
KEEPING A DOG

We have a large yard and have always been interested in keeping a dog. We have tried several different breeds, and have found that the English Bulldog is the best for our purposes. They are very obedient, and make excellent guard dogs. They are also very friendly and make good companions. They are not too active, and do not require a lot of space. They are also very hardy, and can withstand the cold weather. They are very clean, and do not require a lot of attention. They are also very healthy, and do not fall ill very often.

The only pain reliever containing vitamin B.

YEAST-VITE

The only pain reliever containing vitamin B.

For AGRICULTURAL TRUCKS AND TRAILERS

HAVE

FITTED TO YOUR EQUIPMENT

INSPECTION TIME

That's why more tons, the world over, are hauled on Goodyear giant tires than on any other make!

NO giant tires equal the value of these Goodyear work tires. They are extra- tough—last longest — have super-ordinary . . . greater blowout resistance — take more

ramps. That's why all over the world truck and bus operators say Goodyear work tires are the world's finest giant tires. See your Goodyear dealer about a set today.